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By KAT IE T AMOLA

Although many brands are actively making efforts to have and promote more inclusive practices, the entire
advertising industry still has great progress to make.

In a webinar on May 27 hosted by data analytics and brand consulting company Kantar, in conjunction with AI
company Affectiva, panelists addressed the multitude of ways brands can be authentic and purposeful in producing
more inclusive efforts. Implementing inclusive casting, inclusive stories and inclusion as the purpose of a
campaign are methods that help brands create more effective and empathetic advertising.

"When we look at the ads that feature underrepresented groups in a positive way, we see that there is a huge
difference in the potential to build the brand in the longer term, and also better potential to influence short term
sales," said Daren Poole, global head of creative domain at Kantar, Sydney. "In the past, lack of inclusion may have
come from fear of alienating audiences that are applying to people represented in ads.

"But it's  clear that showing people who are different from the audience doesn't harm the ads," he said. "Actually, if
done well, it helps you by improving the advertisements' return on investment."

Inclusion in numbers and beyond 
To reach more consumers effectively in 2021 and beyond, brands are being called to actively seek out opportunities
for inclusive casting and to tell inclusive stories.

Inclusivity reminds consumers and brands alike that just because people do not look like someone or share all of
their experiences does not mean that they cannot engage with or relate to them. The power in good storytelling is
empathy, and inclusive stories can breed that sentiment.
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Kantar found that diversity, in several forms, is currently in the advertising industry.

Only 1 to 2 percent of advertising staff are disabled, while only 17 percent of creative directors are women. Among
chief executive officers, only 3 percent identify as Black, Asian or multi-ethnic.

Additionally, only 6 percent of creatives within the industry are over 50 years of age.

Populations underrepresented in the advertising industry are also underrepresented in advertisements.

Fifteen percent of the world population has some form of disability, but only 1 percent of ads feature someone with
a disability. This group also has $8 trillion in spending power.

People are living longer, yet only 6 percent of ads show people aged 65 years or older. This demographic has $8.7
trillion in spending power and due to lack of inclusion, is being overlooked, causing brands to lose out on selling
opportunities.

In 89 percent of advertisements that were screened, those starring were between the ages of 20 and 39. Kantar also
found that many brands are catering to preconceived gender roles, with 96 percent of laundry product ads and 93
percent of household cleaner ads targeting only women.

Brands cannot tell the same stories, people of the same ethnicities and ages repeatedly if they intend to reach more
consumers.

To channel inclusivity successfully, advertisements should understand their target markets and the importance of
stirring empathy among them . Brands should seek authentic portrayals for the people being represented.

Several brands are approaching inclusivity from different angles, with some addressing stereotypes that consumers
watching these ads may have faced themselves.

There are several different ways brands can implement and highlight inclusive stories.

Consumer goods giant Procter & Gamble released a "Widen the Screen" vignette in March, illustrating prominent
cultural stereotypes against Black people, and how brands can stray away from these while instead choosing to tell
authentic Black stories.

Having inclusive casts, stories and shining a light on the purpose of inclusivity itself will can be immensely
beneficial for organizations trying to reach untapped markets and audiences.

"What seems to matter is the empathy that audiences feel for key characters, and the emotional power of that
narrative," said Graham Page, global managing director of media analytics at Affectiva, United Kingdom. "All
audiences, not just those from underrepresented groups, empathize with powerful stories, whatever the ethnicity,
gender, sexual orientation, or ability of the main character.

"Many clients or businesses may in the past have shied away from using underrepresented groups for fear that they
might alienate what they think of as their core audience," he said. "I think often people can empathize with people
who are very different to them, and in many cases, underrepresented groups can help tell powerful stories better."

Telling important stories 
Brands from across sectors are realizing the importance of inclusivity in all facets of operating from telling diverse
stories, producing an inclusive work environment and making genuine effort to craft a more diverse world at large.
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British automaker Bentley Motors has announced new details within its diversity and inclusion strategy, as well as
revealing a uniquely-designed Flying Spur to celebrate its focus on inclusivity.

Recognizing the fundamental importance of diverse experiences and perspectives to drive creativity and
innovation, Bentley is aiming to become the most diverse luxury car manufacturer. With that in mind, it has set a
target of increasing diversity in management to 30 percent by 2025 (see story).

Global publishing company Cond Nast is holding itself accountable with new goals founded on creating an
equitable and inclusive recruitment, retention and talent development approach.

According to its first annual Diversity and Inclusivity 2020 Report, only 10 percent of the company's U.S.-based senior
leadership positions are held by Asian employees and 5.5 percent are held by Black employees. Having examined
disparities in gender and racial representation throughout 2020, Cond Nast is dedicated to implementing strategies
for creating a more inclusive work environment in four categories: employee diversity, leadership, content and
training and benefits (see story).

Brands do not have to wait to reach new audiences. In telling different stories and trying to reach people they have
not before, there are a multitude of possibilities.

"There are people in your audience that maybe haven't seen themselves represented, ever," said Vera Sidlova, global
brand manager for creative at Kantar, Prague. "And that is a chance to show that your brand can make an impact for
them as well, and that you're speaking for them as well.

"So don't wait for the society to change, you can play a role in pushing that forward as well if that's done
authentically and in line with what your brand stands for."
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